







Free shipping on orders over €49,90 
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Language: EN 

	

Delivery: IT 
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20% off all carbohydrates until April 14th 


Go to the promo
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Pick your bar.

Protein with the taste you want: a balanced formulation to promote the intake of key nutrients.
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Race Bar
Chocolate


€
84
In stock€84,00
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Race Bar
Cheese+Pear


€
84
In stock€84,00
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Race Bar
Peanut+Cranberry


€
84
In stock€84,00



















Look ahead with Cetilar® Nutrition

A full range of products to enhance your sports performance.
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Your

Peak

Potential




Cetilar® Nutrition products
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Take care of your muscles and joints.

Find out which Cetilar® product best suits your needs:
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Cetilar® Crema


€
21
In stock€21,00
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Cetilar® Tape


€
24.5
In stock€24,50
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Cetilar® Patch


€
21.5
In stock€21,50
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Cetilar® Oro


€
23.5
In stock€23,50
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Muscles and joints

	Cetilar® Crema
	Cetilar® Patch
	Cetilar® Tape
	Cetilar® Oro






Cetilar® Nutrition

	Salted Peanut+Cranberry Race Bar
	Cheese+Pear Race Bar
	Chocolate Race Bar
	Race Gel
	Race Carb Caf
	Endurance Gel






Accessories

	750 mL flask
	500 mL Shaker
	Towel






Subscribe to our newsletter



Subscribe now




Subscribe to the Cetilar newsletter and get an immediate 15% discount to use on your first purchase! 




Follow us on social media
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 Cart





Your cart is empty...






Continue
Proceed to checkout













Cookie preferences





Cookies are small files that, when saved on your device, enable us to provide you with certain additional features and functions, as well as online services. On our website, we use the following types of cookies: 



Strictly necessary cookies 











These cookies are essential in order to be able to use our website, for example cookies used to save your login credentials or language and country preferences. In order to use our website you must accept these cookies. 








Performance cookies 











Performance cookies collect information on how you use our website, such as which pages you have visited and which links you have clicked on. These cookies can help us to improve your browsing experience on our website. 








Marketing cookies 











These cookies make it possible to track online activities in order to offer you more relevant advertisements or limit the number of times the same advertisement appears. 







Choose which cookies you wish to save. 


Confirm my choices
Accept all












Destination country













  Which country would you like to ship to? 



Italia
Spain







Attention: by changing boutique you will lose the items in your cart. 







Select boutique 
{{ selectedBoutiqueLabel }}
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Select boutique 
{{ selectedBoutiqueLabel }}
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Subscribe to our newsletter

Immediately for you, a discount code of 15% to use on your first purchase! 






Your email







Subscribe








I accept the terms of the privacy policy 





I would like to sign up to your Newsletter. Read more
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Notify me










Enter your e-mail address and we will notify you as soon the product is back in stock. 











Submit
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Visiting from USA?

You can switch to this country to see information tailored to your location


Switch to USA
Continue to Italy



















